
Contemporary Decor Style

Your decor style is contemporary. Thank you for taking the Find your decor style quiz! If you want to

take the quiz again you can do so here.

If you’ve landed on this page without taking a quiz, �nd your decor style here.

Your results!

After analyzing your answers, we have determined that your preferred decor style is contemporary.

You have a sleek and modern taste that is characterized by clean lines, minimalism, and

functionality. You appreciate the simplicity of contemporary design and seek to create a space that

is both stylish and functional.

Contemporary decor incorporates neutral colors, bold geometric shapes, and the use of natural

materials such as wood and stone. This style is all about creating a space that feels open and airy,

with an emphasis on creating a sense of calm and serenity.

With contemporary decor, you can create a minimalist oasis that speaks to your modern

sensibilities. Think sleek furniture, abstract artwork, and statement lighting that add a touch of

sophistication to your living spaces.
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But contemporary decor is not just about aesthetics. It’s also about creating a space that is

functional and practical, with an emphasis on comfort and livability. With comfortable seating, warm

textiles, and smart storage solutions, you can create a space that is both stylish and functional.

So embrace your contemporary decor style and start creating a home that re�ects your personality

and values.

What is contemporary decor style?

Contemporary decor style is all about creating a modern and minimalist space that incorporates

clean lines, bold geometric shapes, and natural materials. This style is characterized by its simplicity,

functionality, and focus on comfort and livability.

What colors are typically used in contemporary decor style?

Contemporary decor style typically incorporates neutral colours such as white, black, and grey, with

accents of bold, bright colors such as red, yellow, and green. These colors create a clean and modern

aesthetic that feels open and airy.

How can I incorporate natural materials into my contemporary decor style?

Incorporating natural materials such as wood, stone, and metal is an important part of

contemporary decor style. You can do this by adding a wood coffee table or accent wall, using stone

tiles in your bathroom or kitchen, or incorporating metal pendant lights in your living space.

Can I mix contemporary decor style with other decor styles?

Absolutely! Mixing contemporary decor style with other decor styles can create a unique and

personalized look. For example, you could mix contemporary decor with rustic decor to create a

cozy and inviting space, or with traditional decor to create a transitional style.

Is contemporary decor style expensive?

Contemporary decor style can be expensive, but it doesn’t have to be. You can achieve a

contemporary decor style on any budget by incorporating affordable furniture pieces, using

inexpensive textiles, and repurposing items you already own. With a little creativity, you can create a

modern and stylish space that’s affordable and practical.

5 ways to add contemporary decor style into your home

���Embrace minimalism: One of the hallmarks of contemporary decor style is simplicity. So start

by decluttering your space and only keeping the essentials. Use furniture with clean lines and a

sleek design, and opt for neutral colours to create a modern, minimalist aesthetic.

���Incorporate natural materials: Despite its modern feel, contemporary decor style often

incorporates natural materials like wood, stone, and metal. Adding natural elements like a wood

coffee table or a stone �replace can help balance the sleek and modern look of contemporary

decor.

���Use statement lighting: Contemporary decor style often incorporates statement lighting

�xtures that add a touch of sophistication to a space. Consider adding pendant lights or a

chandelier to your living room or dining area to create a focal point.

���Add pops of colour: While contemporary decor style often relies on neutral colours, adding

pops of bold and bright colors can create interest and depth in a space. Try adding colorful

throw pillows, a bold area rug, or a statement piece of artwork to add colour and personality to

your space.
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���Invest in quality furniture: While you don’t have to spend a fortune on contemporary decor

style, investing in quality furniture can make a big difference in the overall look and feel of your

space. Look for pieces made from high-quality materials that will stand the test of time and add

a touch of sophistication to your home.

So embrace your contemporary decor style and start creating a home that re�ects your personality

and values. Browse below for traditional home style ideas.
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